This paper extracts collocationbasing on semantic dependency parsing, and then constructs a collocation bankwith two levels according to frequency: the instance-level and semantic level. Compared with conventional extracting ways, the collocationsextracted in this paper have closer relationship and higher quality both on the lexical structure and semantic structure.
Introduction
Collocation has always been an important issue in language research, especially in Chinese language researches. Chinese is an isolated language, which lacks morphological changes.Establishing a relatively complete dictionary of Chinese collocation will be a great contribution to Chinese study and research.
Collocation plays a significant supporting role in many fields of NLP, such as information retrieval, machine translation, information extraction, and so on. Ding and Bai proposed a method of query expansion based on local co-occurrence [1] ;
Lin put relationship ofcollocation into language model for query expansion, which got over the deficiency of insufficient relationShips caused by lacking context in tradition query [2] . In the basic research field of NLP, such as syntax, semantics, etc., collocation also plays an important role.Based on the comparison of different patterns in adjective collocation between the Chinese English learners and native speakers, Zhang analyzed the typical characteristics of different learners when using adjective collocations [3] ; Xingemphasized on the importance of collocation in the second language learning [4] . The early research of automatic collocation extraction was made by Choueka, Klein and Neuwtiz,they defined collocation as adjacent words, and used co-occurrence frequency to extract collocation [6] ;Church and Hanks improved the automatic extraction technology and put forward mutual information as the index ofcollocationevaluating [7] .By proposing a formula for calculating strengthbetweencollocation,introducing dispersion formula,as well as integrating with the automatic speech tagging technology, the Xtract system of Smadja improved the extraction accuracy rate of collocation extraction up to 80% [8] ; Lin extracted collocation based on shallow syntactic parsing [9] ;Shouxun YANG applied the method of decision tree to extract collocation by integrating frequency, likelihood ratio, point mutual information, variance and other statistical indicators [10] . In China, there werea number of outstanding dictionaries had been published, [11] ;Sun used the rule-based method to identify the verb object structure [12] ; Quproposed the framework-based method to extract collocation [13] ;Cheappliedfrequency, distance, and variance, using improved t-test method to get the value of "collocation intensity coefficient", which was used to measure relationship of collocation [14] . This paper adopted method based on semantic dependency parsing (SDP) to extract collocation, combining with the semantic information from "HowNet" to make a semantic classification of collocation, which is a new perspective of collocation study.
Redefinition of Collocation on the Basis ofSemantics
From the perspective of linguistics, the research done by Benson has been most influential in the field of collocation. This is the definition of collocation given in his famous book BBI Combinatory Dictionary of English: collocation is the combination of words with arbitrary and frequent co-occurrence. At present, most of the research on collocation is based on the above definition, introducing different statistics to express different features of collocation.For example: "frequent co-occurrence" can be calculated by "word frequency", and "arbitrary" can be calculated by "mutual information". But extracting by these statistical methods will lose important language information. Choueka extracted the adjacent words as collocation, missing the non-adjacent words such as "make…decision"; Church adopted MI as the feature to extract collocations, then words which is closely related to each other but has no grammatical relations would interfere the results, such as "doctor-nurse". Linguistic symbolis the combination of sound and semantic,referring to the psychological reality, which reflects the objective reality. Therefore, any two of the words with semantic relationship can express certain objective reality. Here are two types of special collocation need to be explained.
One is the so-called unusual collocation. Such as "土豪(tyrant)+金(gold)"(Chinese word, referring to gold iPhone 5S), originallythis combination was not a collocation, but in recent years, with the popularity of Apple's mobile phone, this combination has become a common collocation. This is the evolution of language, which involves the principle of "established by usage". The principle stipulates if the language phenomenon is widely accepted by language users, we should keep it as a common usage. Therefore, this paper choose the frequency to represent the principle and defined "土豪+金", such a kind of frequent words, as collocation.
The other is free combination. Unlike constraint combination, the free combination is not combined in a relatively specific way; they can also be combined with other words, according to Benson. This kind of combination had been abandoned by Lin, when he was composingModern Chinese Collocation Dictionaryas they go against the principle of "less but better" [5] . For instance, the constraint combination such as " 现代(modern)+ 词语 (words)，古代(ancient)+词语(words)" had all been collected in thisdictionary, but the free combination such as " 好 (good)+ 词 语 ， 坏 (bad)+词语"hadnot. This paper regarded them as a part of language, tried to find out their common semantic features, and generalized these combinations into the form of "word + semantic category".
The collocation this paper defined has the following characteristics: 1.there must be semantic dependency relations between words. 2. Reaching the threshold of frequency of co-occurrence. In this paper, there are two kinds of collocationforms: "word + word" and "word + Semantic Category".
Corpus and Semantic Dictionary
Our research of collocation is based on SDP and semantic dictionary. Before the introduction of the bank, we should make a brief introduction to the SDP corpus we built and the semantic dictionary "HowNet" applied in this paper.
Corpus of Semantic Dependency

Graph(SDG)
Chinese is a parataxis languagewith flexible word order and diverse function of word class. In real language context Chinese word often depends on several words simultaneously [12] , which means in the same sentence one word can be semantically related to several other words. It also may exist in the non-projection phenomenon of crossed arcs. These phenomenon cannot be explained by the traditional dependency trees [15] . In order to express these phenomenon and also take the advantages of dependency expression, this paper break through the limitation of the dependency tree and express the semantics of the sentence by using the dependency graph, namely we connected two words to a dependency arc as long as there is a semantic relationship between them, which means the situation that a word with multiple parent nodes and crossed arcs will be reasonable. For example, " 她 (she) 眼睛(eyes) 哭 (cry) 肿 (swollen) 了(already)", its dependency graph is shown in Fig. 1 . As shown in Fig. 1 , the node "她(she)" has semantic relations with both "哭(cry)" and "眼 睛 (eyes)", which means that there are two heads for " 她 (she)": " 哭 (cry)" and " 眼睛 (eyes)" , separately indicates Agent of "哭(cry)" and Possessor of "眼睛(eyes)"Meanwhile, arcs (哭(cry)->她 (she), Agt) and (肿(swollen)-> 眼睛(eyes),Exp)cross. Such a multi father node and the crossed arcs express the true meaning of sentence.In addition, the meaning cannot be comprehensively expressed by dependency tree. "哭(cry)" is the core word of whole sentence, and the result of dependency tree parsing is as follows: （哭->她，Agt), （她 ->眼睛，Bleg） ， （哭->肿，eResu） ， （肿->了， mTone）,so as to lose the semantic relationship between "眼睛(eyes)" and "肿(swollen)". As in A set of semantic system has been constructed, and this paper will make a brief introduction.
On the basis of this system, we built a semantic dependency graph corpus, which contains 30,000 sentences.We have completed correcting 10,038 sentences. These data are from different areas, including the news corpus (10,068), Chinese textbooks (10,038), Sina Weibo corpus (5,000) and corpus for machine translation (4,900).This semantic dependency graph database aims at solving some Chinese phenomenon perfectly by introducing the non-projective phenomenon, as well as improving the automatic semantic dependency tagging.
Corpus for Collocation Extraction
In order to reflect the truth of language more accurately, we chose a 4G news corpus to extract collocation. After carryingout the word segmentation and POS tagging to the corpus, we conducted the automatic SDP to the sentences.The results of the analysis are represented in the form of CoNLL data format [16] , which is shown in Table 1 .
The meaning of the semantic tags in Table  1 are:Agt-agent ， Poss-possessor ， Exp-experiencer ， Root-root （ core word ）， eResu-result，mTone-tone mark. 
HowNet
HowNet, built by Dong, is a knowledge base of common sense, aiming at revealing the relationship between the concepts and between the attributes of concept. The semantic knowledge dictionary is the basic file system of HowNet, and the concept and description of the word in this dictionary form a record. Each record consists of several items.Each item has two parts separated by "=". The left part of the "=" representsthe domain name of the data, the right is the value. Set the word "eye" as an example, the data recorded in HowNetis shown in Table 2 .Each line in Table  2 represents a record item, the meanings of itemareas follows: word index(No.), word(W_C), part of speech and pronunciation(G_C), English explanation(W_E), part of speech in English(G_E), concept(DEF). The first position of the concept of DEF is the main characteristic, specified in HowNet, which is the most distinguishing characteristic from other words and usually expressed by the sememe. We extracted this main characteristic as the foundation for classifying semantic category. As shown in Table 2 , we defined the semantic category of "眼睛(eyes)" as "part（部 件）".
In this paper, we mainly investigated the collocation of "VV + NN"structure. With various relationships of entity in HowNet, we made a further classification to the nouns ("NN") in the instance collocation bank, generalizing the collocation into the form of "VV + semantic category", so as to establish the semantic collocation bank. This paper takes the "VV+NN" as an example to build a collocation bank.There are two levels of bank; one is the instance collocation bank with collocation of "word + word", which was extracted based on SDP, the other is semantic collocation bankwith collocation of "word + semantic category", which is the result from generalization of the instance bank based on HowNet. The system framework is shown in Figure 3 .The upper section of the framework is the training part of the SDP model.We used this model to do SDP to the original corpus and got the semantic dependency graph. Then we extracted the ordered pairs with semantic dependency relations as the candidate set of collocation; on the basis of the candidate set, we extract the collocation of "VV + NN", and introduce HowNet to construct the semantic collocation bank. Finally, the results of these two types of collocation database can be fed back to train the SDP model, to improve the effectiveness of the semantic dependency parsing system.
Construction of Collocation Bank
Framework of System
Construction of Instance Collocation
Bank
Principles for Extracting the Semantic tuples
The structures of "NN + VV" and "VV + NN"are different in traditional syntactic analysis. The former is a subject-predicate structure, while the latter is a verb-object structure. In semantic analysis, the parent node of the noun "NN"is verb"VV"insubject predicate structure and predicate object structure, and the direction of the dependency arcs is from verb to nouns, the dependency pairs are all "VV + NN" structure. For instance, " 政府(government) 打击(beat) 盗版(piracy)" and "盗版(piracy)被(been)政府(government) 打击(beat)", in these two sentences, the extracted dependency pairs (打击(beat),政府 (government),Agt) 和（打击(beat), 盗版 (piracy),Pat）, are both in"VV + NN" structure. This paper mainly researches on the predicate-object structure, which can better reflect the collocation relationship between verbs and nounscompared with the subject-predicate.
Besides, Semantic level and syntactic level are not one to one correspondence, such as "吃(eat)食堂(canteen)" and "在(at)食堂 (canteen)吃(eat)", the former is the predicate object relationship,and the latter is the place adverbial.Butafter semantic dependency parsing, the arcs between them are both from verb "吃(eat)" to noun "食堂(canteen)", shown as thetuple (吃(eat)， 食堂(canteen)， Loc), "Loc" refers to "location".
According to the above analysis, we got rid of the ordered pairs which contains semantic subject roles, such as "Agt(agent), Poss(possessor), Aft(affection), Exp(experience), to obtain the candidateinstances of "VV+NN" collocations in the predicate object structure.
Steps for Extracting Collocation Instance
Step 1: According to the result of POS tagging and SDP, draw out thesets of tuple (W VV , Role, W NN ). "W VV " and "W NN " respectively represents the words of verb and noun, "Role" represents the semantic relationship between these two dependency words.
Step 2: Get rid of the tuple of which the "Role" remarked with subject role such as "Agt, Poss, Aft, Exp", to get tuple in the predicate object structure as candidate collocation. In the meantime, as collocation is not only to meet the requirements of the semantics, but also to achieve a certain frequency, we set a threshold value for the frequency of co-occurrence, the pair with co-occurrence frequency> 50 can be selected into our bank. Table 3 lists part of the collocations ranked in the top 20. Fig. 3 .system framework of collocation extraction Step 3: the same combination can be labeled with different semantic role by automatic SDP, we adopted probability to distinguish same pairs with different semantic labels. As shown in Table 4 , the frequency of " 争执 (dispute)"marked as "Cont" in "发生(happen) + 争执(dispute)" is 181, marked as "Prod" is 21.We calculated the probability on the basis of frequency, and formed thecollocation as the structure of "W VV + W NN + semantic role + probability".After the semantic role's classification, the part of the "vocabulary + vocabulary" instance of collocation is shown in table 4.
In accordance with the above steps, this paper has a total of 67912 "VV+NN" structure as the collocation examples. 
Construction of Semantic Collocation
Bank
To make up the deficiency of data sparse of instance bank, we generalized "VV + NN" collocation in instance bankto construct "Word + semantic category"bank. This kind of semantic bank represents semantic relations between verb and semantic category. For example, " 吃 (eat)+ 食 物 (edible)", " 食物 (edible)" refers to semantic category, this semantic collocation labeled with "Pat"can cover all collocation consisting of all edible nouns and the verb" 吃 (eat)". We need to applya semantic knowledge dictionary to determine whether a noun belongs to a certain semantic category. This paper introduced "HowNet".The constructive algorithm of the semantic collocation bank is shown in Fig.3 .
By algorithm 1, we generalized the semantic collocation from the candidate instance, and add the probability to each semantic collocation in accordance with the method used in the extraction of instance collocation bank.The result is shown in Table 5 . We totally extracted 1446"word + semantic category" collocation.
Conclusions
On the basis of SDP, we extracted all the "VV + NN" ordered pairs from a large scale of news corpus, filtered collocation according to the set threshold and constructed the instance collocation bank. According to the semantic information provided by HowNet,we generalized the instance bank to conduct the semantic collocation bank. The relationship between the instance collocation bank and semantic collocation bank is complementary. The instance collocation bank cannot cover all the collocation in a language, so the semantic collocation is needed to be generalized, to enhance its robustness. For the extraction of collocation was based on SDP, the collocations are closely related to the syntactic structure and semantic structure. Therefore, the quality of the collocations is better than those extracted by the traditional way.
In the actual process, we find that not all nouns can be classified, for example, "吃(eat) 定心丸(assurance)", this kind of collocation lacks similarity, main feature of " 定 心 丸 (assurance)" in HowNet is "Text". It is obvious that the nouns in "Text" category almost cannot be matched with the verb "吃(eat)". We put them into the instance collocation bank.
Two kinds of collocation bankhave been automatically established in this paper.The quality of the bank has not been evaluated. Besides, these two banks can be used to improve the accuracy of SDP,which will be our next work. 
